
License Statistics v5.1 Release Notes
License Statistics version 5.1 includes the enhancements and fixes detailed below. Most of these improvements were made in response to customer 

   feedback. For more information on how we incorporate customer feedback into our development process, see . Customer-driven development For 
information about activating your License Statistics license, see  or Activating a License Statistics license on Windows Activating a License Statistics 

.license online

Enhancements

License Statistics v5.1 includes the following enhancements.

Issue# Description

LICSTA
T-9035

Improved Dassault realtime parser for new date format to eliminate parsing failures.

LICSTA
T-8908

 Introduced officially supported  API methods which can be used with custom applications and reports in order to automate report generation 
  by allowing users to generate data from the User History report using API.

LICSTA
T-8826

Added Settings panel to the  License Server Uptime grid.

LICSTA
T-8667

Added the capability to add Error Log to the Dashboard.

LICSTA
T-8666

Enabled adding License Server Uptime chart to the Dashboard.

LICSTA
T-8665

Added the possibility of adding Feature Information grid on the Current Usage tab in the License Servers page to the Dashboard.

LICSTA
T-8226

Enhanced Denials report by introducing grouping by hour, day, week, month, or quarter, as well as adding Grouped Checkout Denials grid 
and Grouped Checkout Denials chart.

LICSTA
T-6339

Added a License Server Link renderer to the Usage Per User report.

LICSTA
T-3241

Added the capability to  over SSL protocol.connect to an LDAP server

 

Fixes

License Statistics v5.1 includes the following fixes.

Issue# Description

LICSTAT-
9063

Extended Dassault realtime parser to handle IPv6addresses.

LICSTAT-
9014

Eliminated an issue where data in exported Usage Per User report did not correspond to applied grid filters.

LICSTAT-
9009

Changed default installation directory on Windows for 64-bit License Statistics from "C:\Program Files (x86)" to "C:\Program Files".

LICSTAT-
8838

Fixed an issue with charts having transparent background on export.

LICSTAT-
8811

Fixed License Statistics build names (previously, build names were set to the "development" version).

LICSTAT-
8758

Corrected tooltip content on "disabled" Uptime tab for the License Server Group.

LICSTAT-
8751

Eliminated an issue with a configuration file indicating that supported versions of MySQL were versions higher than 5.5 (in fact, supported 
versions are 5.5.*.).

LICSTAT-
8749

Set SSLProtocol all -SSLv2 -SSLv3 to disable unsafe protocols in License Statistics' Apache for security reasons.

LICSTAT-
8717

Disabled unsafe option ProxyRequest in apache configuration.

LICSTAT-
8693

Changed background settings for the User History report from grey to white.
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LICSTAT-
8616

Eliminated a parsing issue which caused the license server status to incorrectly change to UNKNOWN by extending FlexNet realtime 
parser to support signs previously unsupported.

LICSTAT-
8593

Fixed time zones for the Current Users report.

LICSTAT-
8174

Eliminated an issue with filtering not working properly in the License Server grid in the Dashboard.
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